
 This is Suntech.

 
 
 
 

Imagine a company  
that has shipped solar panels 
equivalent to the capacity of  
8 nuclear plants.



Our Headquarters: 80% of our electricity is drawn from renewable energy sources.  
Our facade is the largest grid-connected building integrated photovoltaic system in the world. 



When Suntech was founded in 2001, all we 
had were big plans and a team of 20 highly 
motivated scientists. Today we are one of the 
world leaders. Reliability, great efficiency, 
one of the best warranties in the industry 
and an outstanding price-performance ratio 
have made us one of the market leaders, an 
achievement of which we are very proud.
The solar industry agrees, and in 2012,  
re-nowned EUPD Research listed us among 
the best brands in the photovoltaic industry.

In addition to this, Suntech has won a lot of 
global prizes and recognitions for its great 
contribution to the environment and 
sustainable growth. Around the globe, 
Suntech modules provide the electrical 
power capacity of 8 GW. That means we have 
already shipped solar panels equivalent to 
the capacity of 8 nuclear plants!
After the combination with Shunfeng-PV 
group, we are financially much stronger than 
any other peers, and are better able to focus 

Imagine a company 
that is outmatched in its solar 
output by only one: the sun.
This is Suntech.

on global growth opportunities: by 2020 we 
will have shipped the equivalent of 20. Each 
of Suntech’s high quality module protects 
the environment, and earns revenue for the 
project owners. All together, these are an 
important contribution to the energy 
transition.

You can be part of it too!

Suntech has has shipped solar panels equivalent to the capacity of 8 nuclear plants.  
By 2020 we will have shipped the equivalent of 20. 
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Imagine a company 
that compensates for the equivalent 
CO₂ output of 1,6 million cars.
This is Suntech.
It is no secret that the earth’s reserves of 
fossil fuels such as natural gas, oil and coal 
are becoming ever scarcer and more 
expensive. We also know that the 
combustion of these materials releases 
CO₂ into the atmosphere. Fortunately, this 
is not the only option we have. Whatever 
enormous amounts of energy humanity 
consumes or will consume in the future – 
the sun  provides much, much more.

Whether you own a house or a company – 
you too can now profit from solar power. 
Only solar power provides the 
opportunity to easily ...
•	become independent of energy companies 

and ever-increasing prices 
•	decisively contribute to climate protection 
•	convert an otherwise unused area into 

green energy
•	benefit directly from the energy your 

 modules produce – or indirectly through 
tax breaks and subsidies

Produces 8 million MWh  
of clean energy annually

Comparable to planting  
320 million trees

Reduces CO₂ output by  
4 million tonnes annually

Each car represents the CO₂ output of 8,000 real cars that Suntech modules compensate for.



Imagine a company 
that allows you to use the sun 
as effectively as a sunflower.
This is Suntech.
A sunflower absorbs sunlight and turns it 
into something else: it converts sunlight for 
its growth and to produce sunflower seeds – 
an investment in its own future. In fact, a 
project with solar panels works similarly.
Every cell in your module contains electrons 
that begin to move when hit by photons 
(sunlight). The more they move, the more 
electricity is generated – this is the so-called 
photoelectric effect. 
More sun means more electricity, and 
although you cannot influence how much 

and how  often the sun shines, you can opt 
for a system that uses every single photon 
optimally.
As the world’s leading solar energy 
company, Suntech is devoting all its 
energy to putting this potential to ideal 
use with innovative products.
Suntech modules offer maximum 
performance, one of the industry’s highest 
standards for service and warranty, and at 
least 20 years of reliable income 
generation.  

We do not test our modules in an idealized 
 laboratory, we test them under real 
conditions. That is why they perform as 
promised in everyday life, day after day – 
and even up to 5% more. 

The sun provides free energy – Suntech 
make the most of it!



Imagine a company  
that improves upon its products  
every single day.
This is Suntech.
Suntech goes to extra lengths in order to 
ensure the best possible quality. We use 
high-class materials to produce high quality 
modules. Our modules undergo 52 different 
quality checks for maximum reliability, 
efficiency and lon gevity. In addition, we take 
weekly samples and test them according to 

the international IEC 61215/61730 standard.
It is no surprise then that we can give a ten-
year warranty on our products in good 
conscience. However, we do not rely solely 
on our own tests; we have our products 
tested and examined carefully over and over 
again by renowned independent institutes.

“Suntech modules are reliable: this is solid 
workmanship. These will last for decades.”
Christoph Sälzler, Head of Research, Development 
and Innovation, WIRSOL SOLAR AG

“Suntech is the best-seller from our module 
portfolio. Their quality and price-performance 
ratio is just right.” 
Armin Richter, Head of Quality Control/PM Solar 
Modules, Energiebau Solarstromsysteme GmbH



process following their long service life. 
Suntech also sets the standard for the 
 industry in production: our modules surpass 
the energy break even point in a very short 
time, which means that they quickly reach 
the point where they have produced more 
energy than was expended during 
production.

projects such as the World Economic Forum 
(WEF), which is dedicated to the reduction of 
CO₂ emissions. In 2011, we were awarded the 
Murphy & Spitz Global Leader Award for 
Sustainable Energy Companies, and the 
Gigaton Prize for exemplary reduction of CO₂ 
emissions. Naturally, we are a member of PV 
Cycle, ensuring that our modules are 
recycled in an environmentally friendly 

Imagine a company 
that sets standards for 
a whole industry.
This is Suntech.
We are our own greatest critic. This is how 
we can improve every single day, advancing 
the entire industry as well. As a world leader 
in the solar industry, we not only want to 
 portray ourselves in the right light, but are 
also committed to our customers, our 
partners, even our competitors and 
especially the environment in a particular 
way. We are  involved in many governance 

AWARDS



Imagine a company 
that has won the deep trust of 
top class project owners worldwide. 
This is Suntech.

Suntech has been one of the world’s biggest 
producer of crystalline silicon solar modules. 
Combined with our worldwide references, 
the extraordinarily high quality of our 
modules offers ideal conditions for the 

optimal realization of your solar installation. 
Trust the experience of world leaders, trust 
our Engineering, Procurement, Construction 
(EPCs) and project investment partners 
worldwide.
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01. Finow Tower Project
Project Volume: 24.24 MW
Project Site: Berlin, German

04. Foothill Project 
Project Volume: 52 MW
Project Site: Arizona, the United States

02. Pozohondo Project
Project Volume: 5.15 MW
Project Site: Pozohondo, Spain

03. Nellis Project 
Project Volume: 14 MW
Project Site: Nevada, the United States

05. Shanghai Expo China Pavilion and 
Theme Pavilion Rooftop Project
Volume: 3.12 MW
Project Site: Shanghai, China
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09. San Francisco International Airport 
T3 Terminal Rooftop Project
Project Volume: more than 500 KW
Project Site: California, the United States

06. Asian Development Bank 
Headquarter Rooftop Project
Project Volume: 571 KW
Project Site: Manila, Philippines

10. Google Headquarter Rooftop 
Project
Project Volume: more than 500 KW
Project Site: California, the United States

07. Sydney Theater Rooftop Project
Project Volume: 384 KW
Project Site: Sydney, Australia

08. Alamosa Project
Project Volume: 8 MW
Project Site: Alamosa, the United States



Imagine a company 
that grows up with a dream 
and works everyday to make this world a better 
place for everyone.
This is Suntech.

The sun delivers enough energy in one hour 
to meet global energy needs for an entire 
year. 
This thirteen years ago, at the forefront of 
addressing tomorrow’s energy needs today, 
Suntech started with a dream to make this 
world a better place for everyone. Suntech 
combines pioneering solar technology, 

•	Suntech acquired MSK Corporation, 
one of Japan’s largest PV 
manufacturers and top ranked 
enterprise in the BIPV industry 

•	Suntech’s production capacity 
expanded to 300 MW

Suntech launched its initial public 
offering (IPO) on the New York Stock 
Exchange, marking a turning point 
for Suntech’s global strategy

Suntech initiated its first 10 MW 
production line, the production 
capacity equals to China’s total PV cell 
production in the previous 4 years

Wuxi Suntech Power Co., Ltd. was 
founded

rigorous quality control and nature’s most 
abundant resource to deliver clean, 
dependable and efficient solar energy 
products to ensure a green future for all, 
and we want to cooperate with you to 
realize this green dream, to build our 
sustainable future.
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Suntech has shipped more than 8 GW, 
or over 25 million solar modules 
worldwide

Shunfeng Photovoltaic International 
Limited, a HKSE listed renewable 
energy investment/EPC company, 
announced to invest and acquire Wuxi 
Suntech Power Co., Ltd. It marked a 
new era for Suntech

Annual production capacity reached 
2.4 GW, and shipped 2.1 GW modules 
worldwide, which made Suntech the 
biggest PV module supplier for two 
consecutive years

•	Suntech broke the world record as 
the monocrystalline and 
polycrystalline silicon cell 
efficiency researched 19.2% and 
17.2% with its Pluto Technology

•	Cooperated with UL, Suntech built 
up the world’s best-class PV 
module testing lab

•	Annual production capacity reached 
1 GW

•	Suntech Photovoltaic Technology 
Research Institute established
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Status: Feb 2014
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© Wuxi Suntech Power Co., Ltd.

www.suntech-power.com


